
Looking for a beautifully presented 2 bed period home?
Displaying original features and modern twists, this wonderful
property boasts two reception rooms, modern fitted kitchen, 4
piece bathroom and a great sized rear garden. Check out the
converted cellar room, what will you use it as?

£185,000
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24 Wellington Road
Bowerham, Lancaster, Lancashire, LA1 4DN



A brief description
This beautifully presented 2 bed home is
situated in one of the most sought after
areas of South Lancaster. 

Boasting two spacious reception rooms,
great sized kitchen and converted cellar
room, the l iv ing space avai lable is
fantastic.

A glorious 4 piece bathroom awaits on
the first f loor, along with the master
bedroom to the front and a great sized
2nd bedroom to the rear.

Take all of this and add a generous
sized, landscaped rear garden - what
you have is  a desi rable home in a
brilliant location.

Key Features
• 2 bed Period home

• 2 reception rooms

• Fully fitted kitchen

• Superb 4 piece bathroom

• Fully converted cellar room

• Great sized rear garden with storage

• Beautifully decorated throughout

• Council tax band B

• Freehold property

Where is Wellington Rd?
Wellington Road is at the heart of one of Lancaster's most desirable
residential areas, Bowerham. South of the city centre, Bowerham
attracts everyone including young professionals, growing families
and retired residents due to its wide range of amenities, shops,
primary schools and churches. 

A regular bus route along Bowerham Road connects Lancaster city
centre, Morecambe town centre and the train station. Minutes away
are the hospital, Lancaster University and University of Cumbria,
three of the city's largest employers.
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Step inside
Set back slightly from road itself is No. 24. Make your way down the
path and notice the tidy and easily maintainable frontage, an
attractive welcome I'm sure you'll agree.

Make your way inside through the front door and into a handy
vestibule before heading further through into the hallway. Hang
your coat and kick off your shoes before making your way to one of
the ground floor rooms.

The ground floor rooms
Take a right into the front facing living room. The light and
contemporary decoration to the walls, combines with the natural
light flooding in through the large bay window - creating a truly
inviting space to relax within. An exposed brick fireplace acts as an
attractive focal point to the room.

Next door is the second reception room of the home, the perfect
room in fact for dining and entertaining within. An inglenook
fireplace sits to the centre of the room, acting as the eye catching
focal point. Beautiful decoration once more dons the walls and a
large window looking out to the rear of the home provides the
natural light source.

Continue toward the rear of the home and enter the spacious
kitchen. Modern units surround beautiful kitchen work surfaces,
providing plenty of cabinetry and storage options. Space for a tall
f ree s tanding f r idge/f reezer  i s  avai lable  a long wi th  the
convenience of an integrated dishwasher, washing machine,
electric oven and gas hob.

A stable door sits to the side of the kitchen, giving access out to
the rear garden and stairs can be found leading down to the
converted cellar room.

The bedrooms and spacious bathroom
Located at the top of the stairs is the quite simply..... beautiful 4
piece family bathroom. So much space is afforded, there really is a
feeling of indulgence, what with the gorgeous deep bath and
separate shower cubicle. Of course, there is a modern toilet and
wash basin included and part tiled walls and wood floors - You'll be
hard pressed to find a more attractive bathroom.

Next door we have the second bedroom of the home. Currently
being used as a nursery, a double bed will fit with ease along with
further furniture to suit. A large window overlooking the rear
elevation provides lots of natural light within this room.

To the front of the home is the master bedroom, a truly fantastic
space in which to unwind in after a long day. The contemporary
and tasteful decoration to the walls, ensures a relaxing space.
Ample room is afforded for a large double bed, cabinets and
wardrobes. The expansive double windows, again allow so much
natural light within.

What we like
The converted cellar room is a great
addition to this home, but for us - it has
to be that beautiful 4 piece bathroom
that steals the show.



Extra Information
- GCH and DG
- Combi boiler located in the 2nd bedroom
- Landscaped rear garden
- Fully tanked and converted cellar room
- Four piece bathroom with roll top bath.

The rear garden
Accessed from the kitchen is the generously proportioned rear garden.
Beautifully landscaped with minimal maintenance required, this delightful
and private garden is perfect to relax in during the warmer months.

A storage shed sits to the far end, as does access out to the service road.
There is also a fenced off bin store for convenience.

The converted cellar
Accessed from the kitchen is the fully tanked and converted cellar room.
Currently being used as a movie room, the space on offer is fantastic. The
decoration is light and bright to the walls with carpet under your feet. 

This particular room has additional storage and can be used for a variety
of purposes.
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